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Abstract—Programming education through visual programming language has been introduced in many elementary schools. And lately, the number of robots for programming keeps increasing. It is becoming pervasive to see elementary school kids to construct their own robots, then make them move by the visual language programming. Undoubtedly it is essential to measure students’ learning motivation and degree of understanding towards robot programming through visual language itself before implementing it in various subjects as a general academic routine. The methodology is conduct the class for the robot programming to elementary school kids, and after that a question paper investigation was conducted. And in our measurement, we found that by programming, both the learning motivation and the degree of understanding have tremendously increased. Thus, our hypothesis is, if students’ learning motivation and understanding decrease when programming education is applied in different subjects, the teaching curriculums should be revised.

Index Terms—Programming, robot, visual programming language, robot programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Penetration of Robot Programming

Computer is becoming a necessity in our daily lives, individual users make use of it in particular personalized ways and ‘programming by end-users ‘is no longer a far and impossible idea. In recent years, we have witnessed the increasing number of AI robots reporting news, weather forecast, talking, dancing, and providing quiz games. Besides, starting with the exploitation of Nao in 2005 by Aldebaran Robotics, a company based on Paris, France, there are more AI robots which can recognize human faces and do chit-chat with us like PALRO by Fujisoft in 2010, Palmi by DMM and Pepper released in 2014. They talk and dance, following all commands from cellphones or tablets. Indeed, this feature makes them highly applicable in education for kids.

On the other hand, robots for educational purposes also come with a smaller size and in a low-cost market, such as the Wonder Workshop Dash Robot, Ozobot, SPHERO, BB-8, Wow Wee COH The Coding Robot Toy, mBot, Transformable DIY Programmable Robot Kit, Clementoni My First Robot, LEGO, Bocco, Plen, Chip, Damian, Hicolor, Kamigami Robots Spot the Ladybug, DOBBY, Robi, Robohon, Roboactor, OHaNAS, Zoomer, Mip, KINGBOT, DIY Iron Bot Robot, Premaid, light sensor programing car, the exhilarated robot programming set, the Puchi little robot, block robot taste and Tama robot, etc (PALRO, DMM…etc, these are proper nouns not an abbreviation).

Why are there so many robots invented for programming education? In fact, in many countries like the UK, Estonia and Spain, computer studies are implemented as compulsory education in elementary schools for kids as small as five. When visiting the schools in these countries, we see students even in low grades learn about programming as an obligatory curriculum. And when we looked into the matter why robot programming is implemented we received answers saying robot programming has an amazing enhancing effect to improve students’ motivation to learn as it stimulates not only though a computerized screen but by its actual movements. Especially in Spain, it is not difficult to see robots designed for 5-year-old or 6-year-old kids. In this sense, Spain is in a very advanced phase in the formulation of programming robots.

Moreover, they stimulate students through body sensation. In prior to the breakthrough learning point at 9 years old, touching various objects and observing in real objects are vitally important [1].

Considering these inspiring facts, our focus is on the planning of the implementation of robot programming as elementary students in Japan, in where programming education is still in a very initial stage, Japanese students should also be more interested in programming through real and visible robotic movements than in computerized ones.

The learning motivation of elementary school students depends on the type of robot used, while Hiramada and his group proved that robots generally increase students’ motivation to learn [2]. While there are investigations on emotion-quantifying questions like whether students enjoy robot programming, whether they are interested and whether they want to do that again, the degree of understanding towards the construction of the robot and programming have not yet been measured.

In 2012, Fukaya and Miyaji made use of a visual programming language learning material called “PUROGURAMIN” to quantify students’ emotions, and the result reflects high index values and hence it showed students’ positive perception of it [3].

B. The Introduction of Programming Education in Japan

Programming is considered as literacy and the foundation ability of all. It refers to the ability to plan and model all the necessary intermediate steps to achieve a certain goal without mastering specialized programming language or memorizing source codes. And the direction has already been introduced...
as early as in April 1996 by the working group of the united
information-related education project committee from the
Japan Society for Education Technology in their special
report “Proposal about the teaching and learning focus of the
information-related education in elementary, junior high and
high schools” (The working group of the united
information-related education project committee from the
Japan Society for Education Technology in 1996) [4].

At that time, there were discussions on whether programming
should be introduced as a separate subject in elementary
school, or should it be merged into existing subjects as ways
to perceive and think; and also on whether it should be
incorporated in the general learning time [5], [6]. Afterward,
Iguchi has also suggested a cross curriculum with three axes
on ability to utilize information, subject, and school grade &
development (see Fig. 1) [7].

In a macro point of view there is a greater number of
countries implement programming as a separate subject,
while the Ministry of Education in Japan decided, in March
2017, in the amendment of the learning & instruction focus in
Japan (to be enforced in 2020) that programming should be
incorporated in various subjects.

Certainly, the merits like the synergy effect of
implementing programming education together with other
subjects are constantly reported [8]-[11].

II. OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMMING EDUCATION

A. Theories of Visual Development & Programming
Education

As described in the well-known development theories, the
genetic epistemology of Piaget, J., human’s cognition is
divided into system epistemology, individual epistemology,
or both. And there are four developmental phases.

Phase 1 Feeling; movement period
Phase 2 Pre-control period
Phase 3 Concrete control period
Phase 4 Format control period

The approach to think and learn differs from each other in
these four phases, and 4 main concepts are upheld in these
developmental phases.

- schema
- assimilation / accommodation
- equilibration
- operation

First, the schema in phase 1 is like the robot smiles when
the controller pets it; and it moves forward when the
controller chooses the block for proceeding forward. It is a
phase in which the existence of the controller is highly
recognized.

And in phase 2, the pre-control period, when the controller
gives out a command of moving three blocks forward, and
doing a 90-degree rotation after proceeding 20 cm, the robot
can follow the command by calculating how much it should
proceed in one second with the recognition that the material of
the floor affects the moving speed and thus it automatically
calculates and creates its own schema by synchronizing and
adjustment.

The 3rd phase in elementary school is the concrete control
period, in this through the control experiments like
transferring water in different forms, students acquire the
concepts the conservation of substance amount (at the age of
8), conservation of weight (age of 9) and then volume (age of
11). And importantly at this phase, programming robot is
appropriate for programming education. Here through
concrete objects, students learn to think about the content of
the programming for the robot to reach and stop just right at
the goal without colliding with any obstacles. The
programming robot suggested in this article is, indeed, most
applicable in the programming education in this concrete
control period.

The last phase, the format controlling period falls in junior
high school time and here abstract concepts are put into
control, and the analyzing process goes smooth without aid of
concrete objects. Multiple commands can be processed at
the same time, and commands with multiple interpretation can be
analyzed, and hence, programming can be applied through
computer.

B. Visual Programming Language and Robot Learning
Material

Visual programming language refers to the programming
language through visual control and without any description
of programming codes.

The most penetrated and widely used one is “Scratch”,
developed in 2006 by Professor Mitchel Resnick from MIT
Media Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
[12]. Very much similar with “Scratch”, “Stencyl” can also
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process programming without any use of codes and it provides a beloved platform for kids to create their own cell phone mini games. “MOONBlock” is another excellent model which can display block-made contents in JavaScript code. The earlier mentioned “PUROGURAMIN” by the Ministry of Education in Japan process programming through the combination of some prepared pictures, and thus let small kids experience what programming is like. Also, “VISCUIT”, developed by Yasunori Harada from NTT research laboratory make programming learning available by moving hand-drawn pictures. Finally, an OS combined programming learning world is provided by “KANO world” that users can do programming to combine music, camera, Google map or even self-made images, animation, or movie applications without any use of code when the it’s all clear since the training mode.

The programming in this paper refers to the programming software “Procon tracer command program Ver. 1.1” by ArTec and the robot learning material is the programming robot (ArTec) of the “Analysis & Command by BT information-related program”. The operation of the programming robot is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Operation of the programming robot.](image)

C. Aim of the Class

The objective of carrying out programming education is to nurture ways to think and learn, i.e. by using the learning material, students experience the Plan-Do-See learning cycle by planning how to make the robot move, putting ideas into actions and as problem-solving solutions, and eventually undertake self-evaluation at the end. The learning here does not merely stop on the skills and robot-control level, but also transcend to the development of problem-solving, critical, logical, and creative thinking. We strongly believe that such important knowledge can applied as students’ life skill and life-long knowledge.

III. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

Kanoh [13] upholds the instruction proposal of nurturing “ways to learn and think about the information” defined by Kanoh and her group [14], [15], and the implementation of the programming education proposal in the concrete controlling period of Piaget, J’s development theory is also suggested. The research in this paper can be considered as the report of the result of such a continued further study of the proposals, and as a realization of robot programming to elementary school kids [16].

The project ‘Exciting and Heart-beating Science’ was carried out on 5th August 2016 (Fri) at Yamagata University. 80 applications were received from students in elementary grade 5 & 6, and 56 early applicants were selected (44 boys & 8 girls; 27 grade 5 & 25 grade 6 students). A lecture about humanoid robot & information literacy suggested by Kanoh [14] was held in the morning, which including singing, dancing, and quiz game performance form the human robot. It was then followed by a chit-chat session between the robot and the kids. In the afternoon, the robot programming session as being described below was held.

According to Taira et al. [2] and Fukaya & Miyaji [3] programming and robot programming by visual programming language greatly motivate kids to learn.

Yet, it is believed that kids will say they are having fun no matter they understand the content or not, and thus besides the measurement of the emotional aspects, the degree of understanding is also measured. This is simply the essence of the research.

The methodology is as described below; we follow the lesson plan and conduct the class, and after that a question paper investigation was conducted (see as Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: ROBOT PROGRAMING INSTRUCTION (KANOH, 2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flow</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction (Set up) 45 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development (Flow and understanding to the structure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
turn right, move forward, left turn and finally cancelation of command to understand the structure.

Depending on ways of control from the motor-equipped gear box, the movements of the individual robots are different. Both forward-moving and side-turn gauge were utilized for the measurement.

The program was transferred to the robot upon its completion in computer.

As the picture below, the program was transferred from the computer screen through its lighting signals.

Brainstorm the ways to apply the robots in daily lives
- Postal delivery robot
- First aid robot, etc.

Write a program to make the robot move and complete tasks with backdrops as pictures of the city sceneries drawn on imitation paper.

Presentation of the mock lives, mock cities and the peaceful coexistence of humans and robots, and predict what will happen in the future.

The teaching materials used is the ArTec programming robot of the “Analysis & Command by BT information-related program”. Fig. 3 shows a screen caption of the Procon Tracer programming.

A question paper investigation was held afterwards, and the questions are as below,

Q Circle the number about a society well embraced the technology of humanoid robots (6-level ranking)
- Looking Forward/Not Looking Forward;
- Reliving/Anxious;
- Health/Unhealthy;
- Economical/uneconomical;
- Preferred /Not preferred;
- Exciting /Boring;
- Attractive /Not Attractive;
- Continuous/Non-continuous;
- Penetrating/Deteriorating;
- Realistic /Unrealistic, realistic unrealistic

Q About today’s learning (6-level ranking)

IV. RESULT

A. Setting up the Robot and Understanding the Programing

When checking the Pearson correlation coefficient on both sides, a highly positive correlation coefficient ($r = .801$, $p < .01$) was found about the degree of understanding to the robot set-up and the programming itself. The linear approximation curve is $y = 0.825x + 0.7451$, which proves that kids who have higher degree of understanding to the setup also understanding the programming better. And the distribution is shown in Fig. 4.

The teaching materials used is the ArTec programming robot of the “Analysis & Command by BT information-related program”. Fig. 3 shows a screen caption of the Procon Tracer programming.

A question paper investigation was held afterwards, and the questions are as below,
B. Learning Motivation and Degree of Understanding towards Programming

When checking the Pearson correlation coefficient on both sides, a highly positive correlation coefficient ($r = 0.743, p < 0.01$) was found about the degree of understanding to the programming itself. The linear approximation curve is $y = 0.4891x + 3.0609$. Though not as steep as the Fig. about both the programming and the robot setup, it still proves that kids are highly motivated to learn about and have a high degree of understanding towards programming. And the distribution is shown in Fig. 5.

C. Learning Motivation and Degree of Understanding towards Robot Setup

As for the learning motivation and understanding of the robot setup, a highly positive correlation coefficient ($r = 0.770, p < 0.01$) was also found when checking the Pearson correlation coefficient on both sides. The linear approximation curve is $y = 0.5218x + 2.8567$, and it illustrates that kids are highly motivated to learn and understand about the robot setup (Fig. 6).

D. Understanding and Expectation towards Robot Setup

Fairly high positive correlation coefficients are found when we look at the understanding towards robot set up and expectation to see robots playing on the global stage ($r = 0.532, p < 0.01$). The linear approximation curve is $y = 0.6246x + 2.324$. In other words, kids understand well about robot setup, and they do look forward to seeing great development and higher penetration of robots in our future daily lives (Fig. 7).

E. Understanding and Expectation towards Programming

Again, a fairly high positive correlation coefficient is found when we look at the understanding towards programming and expectation to see greater development of it ($r = 0.555, p < 0.01$). The linear approximation curve is $y = 0.5835x + 2.5779$. Here again in other words, kids understand well about programming, and they do look forward to seeing great development and higher penetration of it in the future (Fig. 8).

F. Motivation and Expectation

A fairly high positive correlation coefficient value is noted when we look at the overall motivation and expectation towards programming and robot setup ($r = 0.624, p < 0.01$). The linear approximation curve is $y = 1.0802x - 0.4687$. Kids are simply eager to learn more about programming (Fig. 9).

G. Continuous Learning Motivation and Expectation

When checking whether kids want to do robot setup and programming again, we again witness A fairly high positive correlation coefficient value of ($r = 0.579, p < 0.01$). Overall, kids are willing to continue to learn more about programming and do look forward to seeing it happens soon.

V. EXAMINATION

In the above research, we make use of the self-setup robot from ArTec to measure elementary school kids’ understanding and motivation towards robot set up and programming. And in the result, we found that the kids are both motivated and well understand the programming as well as the setup. The details like the learning materials and instruction flow are different from those of the Taira et al. [2], but the result about student’s high motivation and high degree of understanding match up. And here in our research, we successfully proved that students do not merely enjoy the
process for fun but also showed a high degree of understanding towards the learning content.

As mentioned earlier in the paper, since students enjoy and understand programming and making up robots, so in the future when we incorporate robot making or programming in existing subjects, it is the curriculums of these subjects that have to be amended if students lose their learning interest or perform worse.
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